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STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL INTRODUCES THE ADD STOOL BY STEFFEN KEHRLE

The German furniture label Stattmann Neue Moebel introduces the stackable stool ADD STOOL as a no-
velty in the collection of reduced and enduring solid wood furniture. Designed by Munich based German 
designer Steffen Kehrle, the aesthetically simple stool beautifully complements the collection with an 
additional seating as well as storage surface possibility for public and private spaces. With a complexly 
milled frame construction, Stattmann Neue Moebel verifies again its craftsmanship and with the clear 
aesthetic of the stool, proves the timeless nature of its designs. 

ADD STOOL is a stackable stool, which impresses with its clear lines and strong visible woodgrain. 
The compact three-legged stool can be stackable to up to six pieces. ADD STOOL is perfectly 
suitable as a comfortable seat or a small table. This makes the stool an ideal piece of furniture with 
a multitude of different possible uses for private and public interiors (e.g. restaurant, office, waiting 
area, museum). The round frame construction consists of three pliable wood segments and captiva-
tes through its graceful details. The legs as well as the frame are solid wood, with the seat in moul-
ded wood. 

The visually light yet robust solid wood stool is available in all colours of the collection. On request, 
ADD STOOL can be ordered with an upholstered seat. The stoppers underneath the feet are made 
from wool felt. 
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ABOUT STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL 

STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL was founded in 2011 by the siblings Nicola und Oliver Stattmann. 
Intelligent contemporary design, high quality craftsmanship, new materials and technologies, 
innovative constructive solutions, honest and long-lasting products, high ecological standards and 
regional production are the key values of the new label. 
The collection is simple yet characterized by sophisticated details. Simplicity, functionality, elegance 
and perfect craftsmanship are the key qualities of the furniture by STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL. For 
the siblings Stattmann it is self-evident that the production needs to be as sustainable as possible, 
the materials ecological and of the highest quality and that the wood has to come from certified 
sustainable forestry. The collection is manufactured in Germany – mainly in the Stattmann family 
business founded in 1896 and partly in small workshops in the same region. 
All parts are manufactured by hand, supported by computer-aided technology like CNC milling 
machines. The production in Ascheberg is state of the art and all components come from our 
region. We address people who care about where their furniture comes from and how it was manu-
factured. This is why STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL only uses wood from Germany, originating from 
sustainable forestry. 

www.stattmann-neuemoebel.de 
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